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Is this answer helpful?

Is plastic a conductor?

Plastics are bad conductors of electricity and heat. Generally speaking,
good conductors have excess of free 'de-localized' electrons which
move from the area of higher potential to lower potential i.e. negative to
positive.

www.answers.com/Q/Is_plastic_a_good_conductor_of_electricity
Is plastic a good conductor of electricity - Answers.com

What Materials Are Good Conductors of Heat? | â€¦
www.reference.com › Science › Physics › Thermodynamics
Insulators include plastic, wood, rubber and glass. Often, objects that are used to transfer
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heat are made of metal but have an insulator as a handle. A saucepan is an example of
an object that is both a conductor and an insulator. The metal part of the pan is a
conductor that allows heat to quickly pass from the stove to the food inside the pan.

Is plastic a good conductor of electricity - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Engineering › Electronics Engineering
What materials is a good conductor of electricity rubber silver glass plastic? Silver, like
all metals, is a good conductor of electricity. Of heat too, by the way.

Is Plastic a Conductor of Electricity? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Science › Physics › Electricity
In 2008, scientists were able to develop a composite of plastic and metal that is
homogeneous and finely meshed and capable of conducting electricity. The composite
material is chemically stable and has the light weight of plastic and the conducting
abilities of metals.

Plastic conductors - Materials Today
https://www.materialstoday.com/.../news/plastic-conductors
Although the findings run counter to the belief that plastics are not good conductors, the
researchers were able to show how ion beams could be used to make cheap, strong,
flexible and conductive plastic films for electrical resistance thermometers.

is plastic a good conductor of heat _JYTOP® Cable ...
https://www.electriccable.cc/news/aerial_cable/is_plastic_a_good...
What materials are good conductors of heat? | Thermal conductors are materials that
heat passes through easily. copper, gold and aluminum, are good Is plastic a conductor
of heat Answers.com Is plastic a conductor of heat?

Is plastic a conductor of heat? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/Is-plastic-a-conductor-of-heat
Plastic is a poor conductor of heat and also of electricity. Normally a substance which is
a good conductor of electricity is also a good conductor of heat as well, a substance
which is a poor conductor of electricity is also a poor conductor of h...

Are plastics good conductors of heat? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/Are-plastics-good-conductors-of-heat
Originally Answered: Is plastic a good conductor of heat, or bad conductor of heat? It
depends upon the comparitor, with which metal it is being compaired.

is plastic a heat insulator or heat conductor? | Yahoo
Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080303114828AAD6eis
Mar 03, 2008 · Best Answer: "plastic" takes in a rather broad spectrum. It is a medium to
poor conductor of heat. plastic that has closed cell air bubbles like a coffee cup â€¦

Why is plastic a bad conductor of electricity - â€¦
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Engineering › Electronics Engineering
Why is plastic a bad conductor of electricity? ... Is plastic a good conductor of
electrical conductors? Plastic is a non conductor of electricity. Share to:

is a plastic a conductor or insulator? | Yahoo Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080402170612AAcWfXV
Apr 02, 2008 · Is a plastic a conductor or insulator? ... The problem with using plastic as
a conductor is that high current = heat ... A good travel voltage converter ...
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